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My Schedule Should Be Terrible…My Schedule Should Be Terrible…

I should have an overwhelming, Malox-guzzling,
stress-saturated schedule. Here’s why: I’m a
graduate student in a demanding program. I’m
working on several research papers while also
attempting to nail down some key ideas for my
dissertation. I’m TA’ing and taking courses. I
maintain this blog. I’m a staff writer for Flak Magazine. And to keep things
interesting, I’m working on background research for a potential new book
project.

You would be reasonable to assume that I must get, on average, 7 – 8 minutes of
sleep a night. But you would also be wrong. Let me explain…

For Some Reason It’s Not…For Some Reason It’s Not…

Here is my actual schedule. I work:

From 9 to 5 on weekdays.
In the morning on Sunday.

That’s it. Unless I’m bored, I have no need to even turn on a computer after 5
during the week or any time on Saturday. I fill these times, instead, doing, well,
whatever I want.

How do I balance an ambitious work load with an ambitiously sparse schedule?
It’s a simple idea I call fixed-schedule productivity.

Fixed-Schedule ProductivityFixed-Schedule Productivity

The system work as follows:

1. Choose a schedule of work hours that you think provides the ideal balance
of effort and relaxation.

2. Do whatever it takes to avoid violating this schedule.

This sounds simple. But think about it for a moment. Satisfying rule 2 is not easy. If
you took your current projects, obligations, and work habits, you’d probably fall
well short of satisfying your ideal work schedule. Here’s a simple truth: to stickHere’s a simple truth: to stick
to your ideal schedule will require some drastic actions. to your ideal schedule will require some drastic actions. For example, you
may have to:

Dramatically cut back on the number of projects you are working on.
Ruthlessly cull inefficient habits from your daily schedule.
Risk mildly annoying or upsetting some people in exchange for large gains
in time freedom.
Stop procrastinating.

In the abstract, these all seem like hard things to do. But when you have the focus
of a specific goal — “I do not want to work past 5 on week days!” — you’d be
surprised by how much easier it becomes deploy these strategies in your daily
life.

Let’s look at an example…

Case Study: My ScheduleCase Study: My Schedule

My schedule provides a good case study. To reach my relatively small work hour
limit, I have to be careful with how I go about my day. I see enough bleary-eyed
insomniacs around here to know how easy it is to slip into a noon to 3 am routine
(the infamous “MIT cycle.”) Here are some of the techniques I regularly use to
remain within the confines of my fixed schedule:

I serialize my projects.I serialize my projects. I keep two project queues — one from my student
projects and one for my writing projects. At any one moment I’m only
working on the top project from each queue. When I finish, I move on to the
next. This focus lets me churn out quality results without the wasted time of
constantly dancing back and forth between multiple efforts. (As also
discussed here and here.)
I’m ultra-clear about when to expect results from me. And it’s notI’m ultra-clear about when to expect results from me. And it’s not
always soon.always soon. If someone slips something onto my queue, I make an honest
evaluation of when it will percolate to the top. I communicate this date. Then
I make it happen when the time comes. You can get away with telling
people to expect a result a long time in the future, if — and this is a big if —
you actually deliver when promised.
I refuse. I refuse. If my queue is too crowded for a potential project to get done in
time, I turn it down.
I drop projects and quit.I drop projects and quit. If a project gets out of control, and starts to sap
too much time from my schedule: I drop it. If something demonstrably more
important comes along, and it conflicts with something else in my queue, I
drop the less important project. If an obligation is taking up too much time: I
quit. Here’s a secret: no one really cares what you do on the smallno one really cares what you do on the small
scale. scale. In the end you’re judged on your large-scale list of important
completions.
I’m not available. I’m not available. I often work in hidden nooks of the various libraries on
campus. I check and respond to work e-mail only a few times a day. People
have to wait for responses from me. It’s often hard to find me. Sometimes
they get upset at first. But they don’t really need immediate access. And I will
always respond within a reasonable timeframe and get them what they
need. So they adjust. And I get things done.
I batch and habitatize.I batch and habitatize. Any regularly occurring work gets turned into a
habit — something I do at a fixed time on a fixed date. For example, I write
blog posts on Sunday morning. I do reading for my seminar on Friday and
Monday mornings. Etc. Habit-based schedules for the regular work makes it
easier to tackle the non-regular projects. It also prevents schedule-busting
pile-ups.
I start early. I start early. Sometimes real early. On certain projects that I know are
important, I don’t tolerate procrastination. It doesn’t interest me. If I need to
start something 2 or 3 weeks in advance so that my queue proceeds as
needed, I do so.

Why This WorksWhy This Works

You could fill any arbitrary number of hours with what feels to be productive
work. Between e-mail, and “crucial” web surfing, and to-do lists that, in the age
of David Allen, grow to lengths that rival the bible, there is always something you
could be doing. At some point, however, you have to put a stake in the ground
and say: I know I have a never-ending stream of work, but this is whenI know I have a never-ending stream of work, but this is when
I’m going to face it. I’m going to face it. If you don’t do this, you let the never-ending stream of
work push you around like a bully. It will force you into tiring, inefficient schedules.
And you’ll end up more stressed and no more accomplished.

Fix the schedule you want. Then make everything else fit around your needs. Be
flexible. Be efficient. If you can’t make it fit: change your work. If you can’t make it fit: change your work. But in the
end, don’t compromise. No one really cares about your schedule except for
yourself. So make it right.
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1. JOYCEJOYCE says:

FEBRUARY 15, 2008 AT 6:15 PM

That is awesome advice. Hats off to you for instilling such discipline in your
work 

!

 but as always its predicated by the desire to set out and accomplish a goal –
something that is often missing.

REPLY

2. EVAN MEAGHEREVAN MEAGHER says:

FEBRUARY 15, 2008 AT 7:28 PM

That’s really cool. I’m excited to find parallels between your workflow
habits and my own. I’ll definitely be trying some of the ones you mentioned that I’m
missing. Good post!

REPLY

3. CHRIS LCHRIS L says:

FEBRUARY 16, 2008 AT 12:35 AM

Hmmm… I take case with two things:

1) I know that it behooves most people to be flexible enough to drop everything and
seize an opportunity. Being “not available” during significant chunks of the day won’t
permit that flexibility. I’ve gotten valuable freelance jobs that teetered on replying to
an email less than an hour after getting the first. I’ve come up with ingenious ideas
when a friend burst into my room to strike up a random conversation.

2. If you’re working your butt off 9-5 during the week, how do you schedule meetings
with people?

REPLY

4. VINCENTVINCENT says:

FEBRUARY 16, 2008 AT 9:40 AM

Cal, what is your new book project? Will it be your third book about study
hacks? I bet so many of us are interested.

REPLY

5. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

FEBRUARY 16, 2008 AT 3:25 PM

@Chris:

This is actually a really interesting question. Reflecting on my own schedule, I realize
that I too frequently drop everything to go after a sudden idea or make a random
pitch. The best way I can explain it is that my stripped down schedule allows more
flexibility than if I was constantly up to my ears in tons of little things that had to get
done right away. It’s definitely interesting, however, to think through these facets…

@Vincent:

I’m still keeping it under wraps for now, because I’m not sure yet if I’m ready to
commit to the idea. But I can tell you this, it is not an explicit how to book, but more
general non-fiction. It does involve college, but, to use Study Hacks categories, it is
more from the “Deconstructing Success” arena than the “Study Tips” or “Student
Productivity” arena.

Stay tuned…

REPLY

6. GRADHACKERGRADHACKER says:

FEBRUARY 16, 2008 AT 8:48 PM

Great post. This is exactly what is advocated by Neil Fiore and I’ve been
thinking about the viability of working this 40-45 hour a week schedule as a grad
student in a research intensive, competitive environment. The one thing that makes
me second guess whether I can get enough done with those hours is seeing people
like my adviser who work 60+ hours and do produce things to show for it. You don’t
find folks at MIT, students or professors, that work insane hours and do have the
output to show for it? Did you run into any “super successful” folks in your book
research that also worked more than 50 hours a week?

Regardless, this post convinces me that it is possible to be, I should you use the word
effective, in terms of output, with those hours. Thanks for that!

REPLY

7. ROBYNROBYN says:

FEBRUARY 16, 2008 AT 9:38 PM

The truth is, people are too demanding of others time anyways. Unless it’s
a serious emergency, I don’t let anyone disrupt me while its my study time. I often do
the same (after reading your straight-A book)… hiding in secret nooks in the library
and finding study places where it isn’t easy to find me. Unfortunately for my boyfriend,
if he doesn’t answer his cell phone at any given time in the day, his parents and sister
practically file a missing persons report. Literally they start calling me and all his
friends as well to try and find him. I wish he had the gonads to just shut off his phone,
instead of catering.

REPLY

8. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

FEBRUARY 17, 2008 AT 5:09 PM

@Gradhacker;

A lot of really successful people work a lot of hours. I discussed this once in an earlier
post. The basic idea is that productivity makes you more organized, work less hours,
and be less stressed. But it is more or less independent from being successful, which is
more a function of being able to focus on things and get them done. That is, it doesn’t
matter, in terms of raw accomplishment, if you consistently finish things in all-nighters
or in nice, spread out, GTD style chunks. The latter, however, is a lot easier on your
sanity.

I should add the disclaimer that I am in theory — my research involves solving math
proofs. So I am spared most of the unavoidable time sinks of other sciences; e.g.,
debugging code, running lab equipment, massaging data sets or other activities that
can suck up a huge number of hours regardless of how efficient you are.

REPLY

9. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

FEBRUARY 17, 2008 AT 5:11 PM

@Robyn:

You should point your boyfriend to Merlin Mann’s most recent talk. His premise is that
the key to dealing with modern lifestyle is controlling who gets your attention and
when.

The video is here.

REPLY

10. GRADHACKERGRADHACKER says:

FEBRUARY 17, 2008 AT 10:36 PM

Cal:

So successful folks are obsessed with completion. Did you find the inverse to be true?
That the reason some people aren’t as successful in terms of impactive output was
that they simply do not finish what they start on a regular basis?

If so, this leads to a simple remedy: Once you decide something is worth doing, finish
it. Period. (Barring a significant reason to change priorities).

REPLY

11. SUNNYSUNNY says:

FEBRUARY 18, 2008 AT 11:03 AM

Hi Mr. Newport,
Your book is amazing!!! I absolutely love it. I realize your extremely busy but don’t
EVER stop writing this blog, it rules dude!!!
Taker easy,

Sunny

REPLY

12. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

FEBRUARY 18, 2008 AT 2:38 PM

@Gradhacker:

Let me throw in an extra wrinkle. Just as important as the completion obsession is a
finely-tuned filter that lets them know what’s worth completing and what’s worth
chucking. I know other people, who finish a lot of things, but the things they finish
aren’t helping them. (Think: the blogger who perfects stats and ad placements
instead of pushing throw better articles.)

The filter is tough. I’m still trying to figure that one out…though I have some ideas. (As
you can tell, this is a topic I’m fascinated by.)

@Sunny:

Thanks! I’ll keep at it…

REPLY

13. HEATHHEATH says:

FEBRUARY 20, 2008 AT 2:21 PM

hi cal,

great post, great blog – i’m implementing lots of your ideas and having success with
them. I’m curious about how you serialize your projects – i am also a phd student in a
very demanding humanities program (and have a 17 month old, which is a whole
different wrinkle!) and am currently writing articles, studying for exams, and
reading/thinking about dissertation stuff. I’m not sure how to queue things in this kind
of situation – i mean, if i put one article at the top of the list, it might be 2 months
before that gets totally done. does that mean everything else has to fall by the
wayside till then?

i’d love to see a post on how you manage the serialization!

thanks,
heath

REPLY

14. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

FEBRUARY 20, 2008 AT 2:52 PM

@Heath:

Good question. I think that would make for a good post. The short answer is that I’m
serializing chunks of bigger projects; not the full projects themselves. For example, the
top of my current student project queue looks as follows:

[ ] complete requested minor revisions on journal article
[ ] construct brainstorm document for new idea I’m working on
[ ] do literature search on topic X
[ ] review conference paper

And so on…

REPLY

15. KABIRKABIR says:

FEBRUARY 21, 2008 AT 1:10 AM

Just wanted to make sure, so from 9 to 5 on week days, Saturdays no work,
and in the morning on Sundays with your ritual. So do these work hours include going
to class, doing homework and research since your are a grad student? or just doing
work? I’m an undergrad right now, first year, so I’m not really sure if grad students
have many classes to attend. And if so, then in perspective undergrad shouldn’t be too
difficult as long as one stays on top of things even if it’s engineering.

REPLY

16. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

FEBRUARY 21, 2008 AT 2:30 AM

@Kabir:

As a 4th year grad student I’m not attending a lot of classes these days (taking 1,
TA’ing 1) so work, while it does cover homework, really means research. For
undergrads with a hard major you might have to pump up the number of work hours
just because classes and labs can eat up so much time on their own; but the same
philosophies hold. Choose the (reasonable) schedule first, then make it happen.

REPLY

17. Pingback: Scott H Young » Friday Links 08-02-22

18. Pingback: Friday Links. « Random Thoughts of a Seventeen Year Old

19. JAMIEJAMIE says:

FEBRUARY 27, 2008 AT 5:01 PM

Can you elaborate on this method a little? I’ve been adopting all sorts of
methods from study hacks, but I still fill overloaded even when I’m using all my free
time.

REPLY

20. Pingback: Exam Success: Top Tips from Brilliant Blogs « TheUniversityBlog

21. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » Monday Master Class: How to Reduce Stress
and Get More Done By Building an Autopilot Schedule

22. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » The Tasty Ingredients in my Productivity Secret
Sauce

23. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » How to Become a Zen Valedictorian:
Decreasing Your Stress Without Decreasing Your Ambition

24. J.RUFEJ.RUFE says:

MAY 12, 2008 AT 6:59 PM

i’m a little confused about the concept of project lists. do projects apply to
regular hw assignments, papers, etc

REPLY

25. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

MAY 12, 2008 AT 9:21 PM

@J:

Regular stuff should be capture on some sort of autopilot schedule or similar regular
systems. Project lists capture the bigger, non-reoccuring tasks: a big paper; studying
for a more exam.

REPLY

26. KAREKARE says:

JUNE 21, 2008 AT 1:38 AM

I love the dropping projects idea. I see so many people who take on too
many things at once, and explode from it… literally. I’ve always dropped projects or
new activities whenever I find that it’s too much on me, despite what others think after
I do it.

REPLY

27. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » Monday Master Class: A Crash Course in
Student Time Management

28. FINJAFINJA says:

AUGUST 1, 2008 AT 12:56 PM

1. I always wonder if you don’t WANT to work longer hours? I am trying
constantly to downsize the rest of my life so I can put more time into my studies,
because I love it so much…

2. Your 9-to-5 schedule works only for people who don’t have to work part-time,
right? I work three or four times a week four hours, then attending lectures… I leave
my apartment around 9 and are back at about six in the afternoon, and haven’t even
started on researching and really working… How would you deal with this?

REPLY

29. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

AUGUST 1, 2008 AT 1:24 PM

Your 9-to-5 schedule works only for people who don’t have to work part-time,
right?

Right, my 9-to-5 schedule is what seemed like a good fit for my particular demands
as a senior grad student — which has a small number of long-term projects and few
short-term obligations. Different schedules work for different people, the key,
however, is picking what would be reasonable for your situation then making it
happen.

REPLY

30. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » The Art of Stealth Studying: How To Earn a 4.0
With Only 1.0 Hours of Work

31. Pingback: Alpha Student - Accomplish anything in one hour per day

32. SAINT ANSELM COLLEGE DUDESAINT ANSELM COLLEGE DUDE says:

NOVEMBER 6, 2008 AT 1:39 AM

Thanks! i’m excited to start my own fixed schedule.

REPLY

33. BRIANBRIAN says:

NOVEMBER 9, 2008 AT 4:30 AM

this is just parkinson’s law you rip off.

REPLY

34. APTERYXAPTERYX says:

NOVEMBER 28, 2008 AT 2:33 PM

I’m in my first semester of grad school (math/comp sci), and I’ve been
having a horrible time. Your article is giving me hope that this can be done!

How have you dealt with clashing projects in your subconscious? For me, this has been
the main headache with grad school: I’m taking three classes and teaching a fourth,
and all demand subconscious seeding–to set up that thinking time in the shower that
you mentioned in another article. Each class is trying to “seed” that subconscious
process; three at the same time have mostly just fouled each other up. The result for
me has been a thoroughly unpleasant stretch of cogitus interruptus (“noise in my
head” and difficulty concentrating pretty much from waking up until falling asleep).

Do you run three or four subconscious creative processes at once, or do you mostly
have just one baking at a time?

REPLY

35. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

NOVEMBER 28, 2008 AT 3:08 PM

Do you run three or four subconscious creative processes at once, or do you
mostly have just one baking at a time?

I follow the two-a-day rule — no more than two hard things to think about in a given
day. A typical day will be working on one thing in the morning, catch-up on e-mails
and lunch, then working on the second thing in the afternoon. Some days I work on
just one thing. Some days I give over to lots of small stuff.

You could think of doing something similar for your classes. For example: Monday
morning you seed the problem set for Class A while Monday afternoons you do
serious work with your group on the problem set for Class B (which, presumably, you
prepped on another day), and so on.

The bigger question, however, is why are they making you take/teach so many
courses?

REPLY

36. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

NOVEMBER 28, 2008 AT 3:09 PM

this is just parkinson’s law you rip off.

But the key difference between fixed-schedule and parkinson’s so-called “law,” is that
I am saying that you have to turn down and delay things in order to stay within your
fixed schedule. Parkinson’s law says that the work you do will expand to fill time.
These are two different propositions.

You can read about my thoughts on parkinson’s law here:

https://calnewport.com/blog/2008/06/11/debunking-parkinsons-law/

REPLY

37. SOHBETSOHBET says:

DECEMBER 5, 2008 AT 9:50 AM

That is awesome advice. Hats off to you for instilling such discipline in your
work but as always its predicated by the desire to set out and accomplish a goal –
something that is often missing.

REPLY

38. A.T. LYNNEA.T. LYNNE says:

JANUARY 3, 2009 AT 1:10 AM

Study Hacks, Thank you. This is a very useful outline for self-directed
accomplishment. It is wondrous that so much actually gets done, on campuses and in
the professional world, when the prevalent philosphy continues to insist that
acheivement relies on a brutal Bataan-like march, as one is bullied ever onward by
hour-gobbling to-do lists and joyless, exhausting effort.

When I read apteryx’s comment “The result for me has been a thoroughly unpleasant
stretch of cogitus interruptus (”noise in my head” and difficulty concentrating pretty
much from waking up until falling asleep),” I wondered if it were actually the multiple
topics he was working on at the time or the thoughts of worry, self-doubt, and
editorial criticsm that made up the tortured, silent-scream “noise in [his] head.”
I’m currently completing a book which allows its users to differentiate between the
thinking that serves us and that which can destroy us: 53 GAMES FOR THE MIND53 GAMES FOR THE MIND
THAT WON’T SHUT THE $%&* UP!THAT WON’T SHUT THE $%&* UP! I once heard that a writer was advised to “write
the book you need to read,” and this is exactly what 53 GAMES is for me. Even though
I was able to strive my way to a magna cum laude graduation, my college lives
(begun half a dozen times) would surely have been well-served by my knowing how
to quell the near incessant shrieking, along with my relationships with professors and
peers, and with my own long-suffering student self.

My companion’s son will be attending college next fall — I’m definitely going to send
him your site’s link.

Cheerfully, A.T. Lynne

REPLY

39. JOHN RETEJOHN RETE says:

JANUARY 16, 2009 AT 2:39 AM

no one really cares what you do on the small scale. In the end you’re judged on
your large-scale list of important completions.

I love it. In the past, I used to find it difficult to give up something, even I know that is
not useful for me, and I might need some change, because I care very much how
people look at me. But now I don’t have to because it’s all my work.
I will make it impressive in a large scale, and to do so, I am ready to give up some
very miserable things no matter how the others look at me.

I will love yours,

Regards.

REPLY

40. APTERYXAPTERYX says:

JANUARY 19, 2009 AT 5:24 AM

@A.T. Lynne:

If you’d like a beta-tester for your book, send me an email! 

!

 It’s in the link from my
name.

I think the noise in my head is mostly from too many things to think about. Worry and
anger join in and make it worse, but I think those are “secondary complications”.

Here’s an example. Last week in one class, I had a really cool but difficult assignment–
to complete in two days. I already had a lot of noise in my head from having just
come from a class in real analysis. But, the percolation on this new assignment got
going–adding to the din, causing something like physical agony. Within an hour, a
vague idea came. Sitting at my computer that evening, though, I couldn’t write
anything. Too much of a flood, not able to bring anything into focus. Every other thing
I’m on is also jumping to mind: oh, I should email the grader; oh, I should run the
dishwasher; oh, here’s an idea for how to make this other project fit the definition of
machine learning; oh, I never understood the definition of this one operator and
should ask about that; oh, damn, I still haven’t finished my taxes; etc. It took me about
three days to actually run the dishwasher, because each time I walked to the kitchen, I
remembered something else and got distracted. Much of the time, when the noise is
at its most intense, it’s no longer any specific thought coming up and interrupting; it’s
just a general roar of the ocean, unable to settle down into an articulable thought.
Sometimes, after an hour or two sitting at the computer or with a notebook, I’ve
settled down enough to actually do something tangible. Daytime spoils that because
scheduled classes interrupt the “settling down”. So, work that requires concentration
(almost all schoolwork) has to wait until evening. My evenings last week were useless–
just lying down and waiting for the noise to die down.

Under normal circumstances, like a job (where there is only one thing to do), I would
love a two-day challenge like that. I thrive on that sort of fast, intense creativity. In
grad school, though, I’ve got four irons in the fire, and it’s driving me insane. (Taking
three classes and teaching one is considered a moderate load. It’s the minimum
allowed to be eligible for funding.)

What I’m experiencing must be commonplace. It would certainly explain all those
cartoons about miserable grad students who learn to hate the subjects they once
loved. A cure would make life enormously better for a great many people!

REPLY

41. APTERYXAPTERYX says:

JANUARY 19, 2009 AT 5:28 AM

There’s a bug in the URL thing. If you want my email, try the link from my
name on this message.

REPLY

42. BURTBURT says:

JANUARY 27, 2009 AT 7:33 PM

What type of breaks do you take during these 8 hours?

REPLY

43. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

JANUARY 28, 2009 AT 4:19 PM

What type of breaks do you take during these 8 hours?

I don’t have some organized system. A lot of days I work in a run. There’s always
lunch. In the afternoon I’ll usually go for a walk for a snack. Beyond that, it’s mainly
just work. The fixed-schedule focuses me.

REPLY

44. BURTBURT says:

JANUARY 29, 2009 AT 12:13 AM

So you don’t take the 10 min break every hour?

REPLY

45. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » Monday Master Class: Rapid Note-Taking with
the Morse Code Method

46. Pingback: social development

47. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » Some Thoughts On Grad School

48. Pingback: Getting Things Done in College: Part Three | Another College Blog

49. MSMS says:

APRIL 8, 2009 AT 6:12 PM

@ apteryx:
What you describe sounds a lot like ADD. I suffered similarly, trying one new “system”
after another w/o success, until I finally saw a psych, got diagnosed, & got RX for 1
time-release stimulant pill every morning. The noise is gone; now I can simply take on
the challenge of multi-tasking like a “normal” person, w/o the struggle to settle my
mind into a productive mode. [& btw, most jobs don’t let you concentrate on one thing
at a time; they offer the same grad-student-style multi-task overload, w/ possibly
even more pressure from anger/worry.]

REPLY

50. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » My Focus-Centric Work Day

51. Pingback: A productive schedule « ascetic life / ascetic girl

52. APTERYXAPTERYX says:

SEPTEMBER 29, 2009 AT 3:24 AM

@ MS
Thanks for the suggestion and telling me your results. I got diagnosed ADD a little
before this semester, and am now experimenting with the drugs. No effect yet, but this
is a new angle. Your comment that “the noise is gone” gives me some optimism: you
know what I’m talking about, and wow, you found a solution that works!

REPLY

53. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » The Hidden Art of Practice

54. CHRISTINECHRISTINE says:

NOVEMBER 4, 2009 AT 4:21 PM

What do you mean 9-5? does it included classes? or work? or does it only
include the chunks of time with no obligations? do you still rest 10min for every hour?

REPLY

55. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

NOVEMBER 5, 2009 AT 4:40 PM

What do you mean 9-5? does it included classes? or work? or does it only include
the chunks of time with no obligations? do you still rest 10min for every hour?

I wasn’t taking many classes a grad student, and none now as a postdoc, but yes, it
included classes, and meals, and exercise. There wasn’t a lot of free time in there as
that’s what the evening was for.

REPLY

1. PIERRE MPIERRE M says:

JUNE 13, 2017 AT 7:25 AM

Hi Cal, I read on Ramit’s blog that you include your exercise and dog
walking in your work-time, so that your free time can be completely free. What
about non-work related chores like cleaning the house, laundry, installing a new
shelf, or even writing a message to the bank, going to the dentist, preparing
some holidays (booking transport, hotel, packing bags, etc)? Do these fit in this
block of time dedicated to work? Do they have their own, dedicated block of
time?
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56. BILL W BILL W FROM CANADAFROM CANADA says:

NOVEMBER 11, 2009 AT 3:11 PM

Great article Cal. I find your blogs very informative and inspiring. One of
my habits is to read about 5 to 10 minutes of your blogs before my studies, to get
psyched up.
I would highly appreciate if you could answer a few questions related to this blog.
How much time approximately do you take for lunch?
Also, how much sleep do you get each night on the average, and at what times do
you normally wake up and go to sleep?
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57. Pingback: Mausumi » 10 ways to make your work day lovely:

58. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » A Study Hacks Primer

59. AHTIKAHTIK says:

NOVEMBER 20, 2009 AT 8:39 PM

My solution was to braindump all the ideas, dreams and stress into
TimeGT. Then organized all bits between Inbox, Next Actions and Someday.

After that applied the Eisenhower important+urgent flags and then the list became
pretty small as I try to work only with important AND urgent tasks.
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60. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » Fixed-Schedule Productivity: How I
Accomplish a Large Amount of Work in a Small Number of Work Hours « Netcrema –
creme de la social news via digg + delicious + stumpleupon + reddit

61. Pingback: links for 2009-11-20 « memor.ia blog

62. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » Fixed-Schedule Productivity: How I
Accomplish a Large Amount of Work in a Small Number of Work Hours : Popular Links
: eConsultant

63. DENNY SUGARDENNY SUGAR says:

NOVEMBER 21, 2009 AT 4:53 AM

I like the way you’ve organized your schedule, but I think that you may be
really over simplifying your day just a bit. Would be great to see another post breaking
out the that 9-5 time budget. Still, very impressive!
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64. Pingback: Twitted by hrjn_rss

65. GRADSTUDENTGRADSTUDENT says:

NOVEMBER 21, 2009 AT 4:18 PM

Hello all,
I have a problem with procrastination… and my ability and capability to achieve
things in a timely manner has been significantly effected by this…
When I start doing something, my mind keeps getting distracted and gets side
tracked..
I am sure you’ve felt it at some point in your life..
How can I get myself re focused and avoid procrastination…Help Please…
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66. RISATRIXRISATRIX says:

NOVEMBER 21, 2009 AT 8:08 PM

Agree entirely that “ruthless culling” is necessary in academia, or the work
will rule your life. But wondering about a couple of things. Where do you schedule
those annoying time-sucks like errands and housecleaning? Are those “free time”
activities? They’re not exactly relaxing, and if there are enough of them, they’re
downright stressful.

And what happens when there are two academics sharing house, home, and
children? Do you think it’s possible to keep an inviolable schedule and still do your fair
share in the domestic sphere? I’m a little skeptical about that. Family life (and life in
general) does not conveniently contain itself to weeknights and weekends. What
happens if there’s an unexpected family issue at 2 pm on a Monday?

If an unexpected event happens in your own life, you can impose your schedule on it.
But if said event involves two or more people, it seems to me that someone’s going to
have give up that inviolabilty.

So while I think that you’ve found a great plan for making sure work doesn’t control
your life — which is vital — I’m just not sure it covers the contingencies of all lifestyles.
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67. Pingback: Getting meaningful things done using "fixed-schedule productivity" |
Newsblog

68. HSSTUDENTHSSTUDENT says:

NOVEMBER 22, 2009 AT 3:42 AM

I find this strategy very interesting. Though i am not in college, I feel the
necessity to master this strategy now, so in college I can enjoy my time and succeed. I
want to clear one thing is that the article that was published based on this. It may be
stupid question but i wanted to clarify. It said, and I quote that “Fix your ideal
schedule, then work backwards to make everything fit.” Does that mean i should make
a schedule and follow the schedule backward. However, I dint see any remarks of you
mentioning it. So, if you can just clarify that that would be great thank you in advance

P.S the link to the article is following:
https://www.boingboing.net/2009/11/20/getting-meaningful-t.html
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69. STEVESTEVE says:

NOVEMBER 22, 2009 AT 12:06 PM

I’m guessing you don’t have kids.
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70. WHITNEYWHITNEY says:

NOVEMBER 22, 2009 AT 12:57 PM

At the core of getting things done is seeing the evil in mistaking motion for
progress.
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71. Pingback: Productivity tips « RiseTribe

72. GARYGARY says:

NOVEMBER 23, 2009 AT 7:39 AM

How do you manage your schedule/queue? Do you use software or paper
and pencil or do you just have a really good memory?
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73. GARYGARY says:

NOVEMBER 23, 2009 AT 7:40 AM

By the way, WordPress generated an error while trying to post with firefox,
complaining about javascript and cookies, when both are enabled. I had to use
Opera to post.
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74. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

NOVEMBER 23, 2009 AT 2:03 PM

It may be stupid question but i wanted to clarify. It said, and I quote that “Fix your
ideal schedule, then work backwards to make everything fit.” Does that mean i
should make a schedule and follow the schedule backward.

Fix your schedule first. Then look at your work and figure out how to make it fit. This is
“backwards” in the sense that the normal pattern is for people to let their work dictate
their schedule.

How do you manage your schedule/queue? Do you use software or paper and
pencil or do you just have a really good memory?

I’m flexible. Right now, for example, I have a Google Doc labelled “Research Vision”
that captures the queue of academic research projects I’m working on or have the
potential of working on.

By the way, WordPress generated an error while trying to post with firefox,
complaining about javascript and cookies, when both are enabled. I had to use
Opera to post.

I’ve found that if you take a long time writing a comment, you “timeout” and get the
javascript error. The solution is to hit “back”, then “reload,” (your comment will be
saved), and then submit again. The issue is one of timing, not browser — you had
success in Opera because you didn’t timeout. As far as I can tell the culprit is a spam
filter I have which does a little javascript interaction with your browser to make sure
you aren’t a robot.

Sorry about the trouble. I should look for a new version of the plug-in, but it literally
catches thousands of spam comments I would have to otherwise manually moderate,
so I’m tolerating its quirkiness for now!
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75. CHRISTINE SMILEYCHRISTINE SMILEY says:

NOVEMBER 23, 2009 AT 5:42 PM

I would say this is related to a concept I call the “Task to Time Equalization
Principle”. This principle states that a task will either expand or contract to fill the
amount of time you have allotted to get it done. This is illustrated by the situation in
which you wake up late and must hurry to get ready and out the door. Somehow you
manage to get ready much faster than usual. So – don’t allow yourself to have
unlimited time to do a task or it will just drag on. Another productivity tip – if you have
3 things you must do, start with the least favorable one. Then when you finish, you can
move on to a more enjoyable one and thus you reward yourself for finishing quickly. if
you start with the most favorable one you’ll tend to drag it out so you don’t have to
move on to the more favorable ones. As an example, if you have decided to vacuum,
put up the dishes, and check your email and you most want to check your email and
least want to vacuum, then force yourself to vacuum first and check email last.
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76. MARKMARK says:

NOVEMBER 24, 2009 AT 6:12 AM

What time do you wake up and go to sleep?
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77. OUTSOURCING LIFESTYLEOUTSOURCING LIFESTYLE says:

NOVEMBER 24, 2009 AT 11:02 AM

Cal, this is a great post. I am happy to have stumbled across it. Excellent
stuff. The concept of freeing up time is one that is discussed a lot nowadays, and to
see yourself putting this together, and performing awesomely with it, is great. Keep it
up, and good job!
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78. Pingback: Planner Reads » Blog Archive » Tuesday Reads

79. Pingback: Tuesday Reads | Always Stocks

80. THECHILIBUDDYTHECHILIBUDDY says:

NOVEMBER 27, 2009 AT 12:05 AM

You have a time-schedule and a task list to be envied. I was wondering
what the comparison of your to-do list and what sort of system and tools you employ.
GTD? Things for Mac?
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81. Pingback: ETF FOOL

82. Pingback: Study Hacks » Blog Archive » Fixed-Schedule Productivity: How I
Accomplish a Large Amount of Work in a Small Number of Work Hours « mcX
eXperiments

83. Pingback: Fixed Schedule Productivity: nice method if you can do it « X
Communications: after the boom

84. Pingback: A Sane Look At “Social Media” | Ryan Babe

85. Pingback: The Fixed-Schedule Effect: Secret Keys to Life? « Studio Mothers: Life & Art

86. STEVELAUDIGSTEVELAUDIG says:

DECEMBER 10, 2009 AT 11:58 AM

Thoughts on rephrasing:

Fixed-Schedule Productivity

A slight [intended as friendly] editorial suggestion:

The system has these two rules:

Rule 1. Choose a schedule of work hours that you think provides the ideal balance of
effort and relaxation.
Rule 2. Ruthlessly obey the schedule obtained under Rule 1.
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87. Pingback: Uber Time Management Update | *Transcendental *Logic

88. RAFERAFE says:

DECEMBER 14, 2009 AT 8:47 AM

I’m interesting in scheduling and specifically your method however I’m not
sure how you reconcile serializing and habitatizing.

If I serialize into two types of activities when I complete 1st project from group 1 I move
to the 1st project from group 2. When that is complete I then cycle back to group 1 and
begin the second project. How can this not conflict with habitatzing (fixed time fixed
date)?

If serializing is prioritized over habits then won’t serialized project approach cause
you to constantly work on the next group project? As project time is impossible to
calculate you will eventually have to breach particular habit times.

If habitatizing is prioritized over serializing then your staggered group approach only
operates outside of times assigned for particular activities?
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89. STUDY HACKSSTUDY HACKS says:

DECEMBER 15, 2009 AT 7:01 PM

If I serialize into two types of activities when I complete 1st project from group 1 I
move to the 1st project from group 2. When that is complete I then cycle back to
group 1 and begin the second project. How can this not conflict with habitatzing
(fixed time fixed date)?

Habitatizing is for regularly occurring work that you expect each week; e.g., class
assignments for weekly time sheet submissions. Serializing is for bigger, semi-urgent
or non-urgent, non-reoccurring projects
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90. RAFERAFE says:

DECEMBER 16, 2009 AT 10:07 AM

Thanks for responding and i understand the distinction. What my question
should be is : during your schedule do you have two distinctive event components; one
for serialized projects the other for habitatized projects?
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91. Pingback: How to make time « nae quandaries wi me

92. Pingback: Speaking For Change » Blog Archive » Finals: Stress no more

93. JJ says:

DECEMBER 27, 2009 AT 11:22 PM

Good post. I’ve begun implementing this strategy over winter break, with
decent success, to tackle studying and scholarship applications.

Lately, though, I’ve deviated more and more from the reasonable schedule I’ve
planned. I think it started when I gave myself a weekday off to watch a movie for
some contrived reason, and now it’s harder to overcome the inertia that opposes
knocking off the to-do list.

I’ve read in one of your posts that you initially had trouble adhering to a fixed
schedule (https://calnewport.com/blog/2009/05/13/my-focus-centric-work-day/) so
I guess unfailing adherence comes with practice. But do you have any advice for
getting back on the wagon as quickly as possible once you’ve fallen off?

Sorry if I sound as if I’m looking for someone else to solve my problems (I’m not). I just
don’t want to go back to the days where I feared deadlines and getting started.
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94. Pingback: BrownStudies : Fall 2009 chicken

95. Pingback: New Years Resolutions | Of Penguins & Coffee

96. Pingback: Weekly Review and Planning 17th January 2010

97. Pingback: The Importance of Active Leisure | Happenchance

98. Pingback: Between work and leisure – Escaping The Grey Zone - Generally Thinking

99. Pingback: Study Hacks « Patrick Truchon

100. RT WOLFRT WOLF says:

JULY 20, 2010 AT 5:37 PM

The Existentialists (at least the psychologists/psychotherapists I studied)
claimed that there were certain existential facts that we all had to face and how we
dealt with them was how we were defined. For example, it is a fact that we are all
going to die, but many of us act in ways which indicate we are unaware of this fact.

So, when you point out that, “I know I have a never-ending stream of work, but this is
when I’m going to face it” that is a fact of modern human existence in developed
countries for most people. It is immensely important to take a good hard look at it and
decide what we our goals are and how we will get to them. Making enough money to
survive does not necessarily require 9-5 every day, beyond that, what else are you
trying to accomplish? Having an interesting or exciting life? Taking on big challenges?
What?

It’s interesting to hear how you tackled that particular fact. Fixed-schedule
productivity applies equally well to people who are self-employed, where we have
controls over our schedules.
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101. Pingback: nurse web » Work Hours

102. DOUGLASDOUGLAS says:

AUGUST 3, 2010 AT 3:24 AM

What do you do when you have to young kids and a wife? Telling a two
year old to go away because it is daddy’s study time, does NOT work.
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103. Pingback: Perfectionism & Procrastination: They’re All Gonna Laugh At You | Toddlers,
Tech, & Stilettos

104. MIKEMIKE says:

SEPTEMBER 27, 2010 AT 4:38 PM

Great stuff! Thanks!
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105. RAVIRAVI says:

NOVEMBER 25, 2010 AT 9:39 PM

I have a super simple method I’ve been using to get more done in less time
with zero stress. It’s all about doing one meaningful thing every day.

https://sethigherstandards.com/2010/11/24/one-powerful-technique-to-get-things-
done/

While I apply it to work…..it also works for personal life and would also apply to
school/studying goals
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106. SANKOMSANKOM says:

DECEMBER 7, 2010 AT 11:43 AM

What do you do when you have to young kids and a wife? Telling a two
year old to go away because it is daddy’s study time, does NOT work.
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107. MOLIVAMOLIVA says:

DECEMBER 7, 2010 AT 4:38 PM

I have a super simple method I’ve been using to get more done in less time
with zero stress. It’s all about doing one meaningful thing every day.

https://sethigherstandards.com/2010/11/24/one-powerful-technique-to-get-things-
done/
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108. MOLIVAMOLIVA says:

DECEMBER 7, 2010 AT 4:44 PM

It’s interesting to hear how you tackled that particular fact. Fixed-schedule
productivity applies equally well to people who are self-employed, where we have
controls over our schedules.
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109. GASTROMIDGASTROMID says:

DECEMBER 11, 2010 AT 8:14 AM

I’ve gotten valuable freelance jobs that teetered on replying to an email
less than an hour after getting the first. I’ve come up with ingenious ideas when a
friend burst into my room to strike up a random conversation.
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110. DEVALL KREMDEVALL KREM says:

DECEMBER 11, 2010 AT 8:58 AM

If serializing is prioritized over habits then won’t serialized project
approach cause you to constantly work on the next group project? As project time is
impossible to calculate you will eventually have to breach particular habit times.
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111. SWEDENSWEDEN says:

DECEMBER 20, 2010 AT 7:05 PM

Hello Cal!

This semester is finally over and I am prepering to apply everything you wrote in this
blog into my life.

I go in school from 08:30 to 16:00 every day. Is it okey if “add” the hours study time
after one hour break when I come home?

17:00 to 20:00?
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112. Pingback: J9 – The Economics of Economics Class « The Blog for WLMac Economics

113. ALTIN ÇILEK FORM SETIALTIN ÇILEK FORM SETI says:

JANUARY 26, 2011 AT 4:52 PM

It’s interesting to hear how you tackled that particular fact. Fixed-schedule
productivity applies equally well to people who are self-employed, where we have
controls over our schedules.
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114. Pingback: How to Become a GateKeeper and Save Your Own Life | Fuel Your
Endurance Lifestyle | Patrick McCrann | Author. Advisor. Coach.

115. Pingback: How to Have Hobbies in College | College Hack

116. Pingback: Consciência da contingência para confiar em si mesmo « Theoretical
Something’s blog

117. KATIKATI says:

JUNE 24, 2011 AT 7:15 AM

RE: Coming up with a work schedule and sticking with it.

I discovered just how important a work schedule was once I had a baby. I’m a grad
student in a challenging program (physics); my daughter is now in preschool during
the day, so the ONLY time I have to get anything done is during the day when she’s in
school. Where before I just did stuff whenever, wherever–even pulling an all-nighter, if
need be–now I’m hyperfocused on getting as much done during the school day as I
can. No surfing the net, no Facebook, no procrastination. Get into the lab, or sit down
at the desk, and WORK!

Funny thing is, I get more done now as a mother than I did when I was childless. It’s all
about focus and efficiency.
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118. Pingback: PAUSE – 10.27 – RightLoading™

119. Pingback: Tara Rodden Robinson :: A Dog's Life :: The Productivity Maven

120. Pingback: 10 Ways To Make Your Work Day Lovely | The Karina Chronicles

121. APTERYXAPTERYX says:

FEBRUARY 6, 2012 AT 8:51 AM

@MS My experience in industry before grad school might have been
different from yours. At nearly every job, I concentrated on one main thing, which
stayed the same from day to day. Peripheral and defocusing stuff certainly came up,
but by and large, I had day-to-day continuity. Almost every job I have ever seen
except managerial work is like that. That’s the big difference from grad school: every
day in grad school is ramping up on something mostly unrelated to what I just
ramped up on yesterday. I’m constantly push-push-pushing without momentum. I
never really settle into anything.

Industry work usually energized me. My subconscious worked on it during evenings
and weekends, and I was charged up on Monday to *continue* where work had left
off on Friday. In grad school, I don’t continue. I restart from zero, over and over and
over.

Sometimes in industry I had to negotiate to fight off pressures to defocus. A couple
times I quit, and a couple times we worked out a new arrangement, which kept me
focused as well as kept the company’s work getting done. Maybe the problem is that I
don’t know how to negotiate in the academic world. All my jobs were at small
companies, where negotiation is straightforward: the decision-maker is the person
who hired you, you talk with that person every day about what’s going on, and every
day, you smooth out the current small difficulties. In grad school (and maybe in big
companies), there doesn’t seem to be a person you can negotiate with. Or even
people you work with. There are just some mysterious “policies”. Maybe the trick is to
find out who is behind those policies.
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1. NICK CORONANICK CORONA says:

DECEMBER 13, 2021 AT 8:59 PM

You’re just lucky. Also, as you become more senior, this is rarely the
case. Others will rope you into all kinds of things if you’re not careful about how
you manage your plate.
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122. DANIELDANIEL says:

MARCH 31, 2012 AT 1:44 AM

This is a great way to be repeatedly successful in the short term, and a
good way to successful in the long term, too. But I wonder if it’s the best way to be
magnificently successful in the long term. The issue that this vibrantly triggers in my
mind is random ideation.

Random ideation is first about capturing cool ideas when you have them, and then
about taking advantage of the energy and inspiration these bring to chase them
down and flush them out. Though there are ways to concentratedly facilitate ideation,
it seems a waste to disregard the cool thoughts that pop up randomly. Plus, this
random sort are often the most interdisciplinary (in my experience, at least).

I bring up random ideation in response to this article because I worry it will get lost if
one commits to doing “whatever it takes to avoid violating one’s schedule.” Many of
the best ideas I’ve come up with have subverted whatever tasks I was doing at the
times of their inceptions. Had I not written them down, I would have lost them. And
often jotting them down is insufficient – often I get carried away and spew out
illustrations, technical aspects, feature specs, people to ask, etc. across the subsequent
ten minutes, and maybe three distinct ideas that have spun out of it, in the best
scenarios taking hour-long detours from my original work. These detours are my very
most productive work ever, however, because I’m so caught up in ideas. It’s like an
electron firing, then bumping the next one along, on and on and on across the wires
of my mind, lighting up one thing after another (an analogy that doesn’t actually hold
true to physics, but you understand). I’d be more productive in the short-term if I didn’t
permit this, and more likely to complete my assignments on time / at all, but there’s
such a loss!

Do you disagree? If not, would you amend your assertions, or take another direction?
If so, why? (I feel like my questions for you are extremely essay prompt-ish.)
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124. PDOOFPDOOF says:

AUGUST 13, 2012 AT 6:02 PM

WOW! This post just changed my life. Thank you so much Cal for writing
this. My life and my goals just became 10x clearer. THANK YOU!!!!
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125. Pingback: How to be more productive with a fixed schedule | Quest for Epicness
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127. NIKE AIRNIKE AIR says:

MARCH 5, 2013 AT 11:05 AM

I’ve been surfing online a lot more than 3 hours nowadays, yet I never
located any intriguing post like yours. It’s fairly worth enough for me. Personally, if all
site owners and bloggers created excellent content as you did, the internet will be
much more practical than ever before.
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133. AUSTINAUSTIN says:

JUNE 23, 2013 AT 7:23 AM

I am a grad student and someone recommended me GTD to be more
productive. I spent whole day going through the book. While the idea of clearing mind
seemed initially nice, the implementation details and some other things are just too
much any real work! May be those things would work for MBAs but definitely not for
Grad Students. Thanks for making it clear. I don’t want to “use” my time to maintain
lists rather I would do the real work!
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157. ELLENELLEN says:

OCTOBER 18, 2015 AT 6:49 PM

great advice and tips..thank you.
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159. KENKEN says:

APRIL 11, 2016 AT 9:23 PM

Awesome system! Do you still follow these hours? I need to do something
like this…
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168. LEONARDOLEONARDO says:

MARCH 3, 2017 AT 1:06 PM

Nice post. Thanks!
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169. NILCO1NILCO1 says:

MARCH 17, 2017 AT 4:34 PM

I know that I’m NINE YEARS late to the party, but this is a great post and I
just had to drop a comment saying how much this is helping me 

!
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The link to Flak Mag seems broken.
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